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DETAILED ACTION
Priority
1.

Applicant’s claim for the benefit of a prior-filed application under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or

under 35 U.S.C. 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(0) is acknowledged. Applicant has not complied with
one or more conditions for receiving the benefit of an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. 119(e)
as follows:

Looking to independent claims 1, 19, and 23, application no. 61/896,233 fails to

disclose a number of claimed aspects of the invention, such as a plurality of secondary cells that
have a communication range that is a subset of the primary cell, receiving information
descriptive of a plurality of secondary cells, exc.
Looking to independent claims 1, 19, and 23, application no. 61/932,831 fails to

disclose a number of claimed aspects of the invention, such as a plurality of secondary cells that
have a communication range that is a subset of the primary cell, receiving information
descriptive of a plurality of secondary cells, exc.
Looking to independent claims 1, 19, and 23, application no. 61/941 ,888 fails to

disclose a number of claimed aspects of the invention, such as a plurality of secondary cells that
have a communication range that is a subset of the primary cell, receiving information
descriptive of a plurality of secondary cells, exc.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:
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A patent for a claimed invention may not be obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed
invention is not identically disclosed as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences
between the claimed invention and the prior art are such that the claimed invention as a whole
would have been obvious before the effective filing date of the claimed invention to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which the claimed invention pertains. Patentability shall not
be negated by the manner in which the invention was made.

3.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35
U.S.C. 103 are summarized as follows:
1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.
4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness or
nonobviousness.
4.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims

the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was commonly owned as
of the effective filing date of the claimed invention(s) absent any evidence to the contrary.
Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and effective
filing dates of each claim that was not commonly owned as of the effective filing date of the later
invention in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 102(b)(2)(C) for any
potential 35 U.S.C. 102(a)(2) prior art against the later invention.
5.

Claims 1, 2, 5-8, 11 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable

over Gupta, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) in view of Ng, et al. (US
Pre Grant Publication No 2012/0300714 A1)

Regarding claim 1, Gupta discloses a method, comprising:
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a. Initiating, by a communication device comprising a processor, (paragraph 0183) a first
session with a primary cell (Gupta discloses that a primary call link is established with
the serving WWAN [fig. 1, element 110 and paragraph 0039].)

b. Receiving, by the communication device, information descriptive of a plurality of
secondary cells to enable the communication device to communicate with one or more
of the plurality of secondary cells, wherein the primary cell comprises a primary antenna
system having a first communication range, wherein each of the plurality of secondary
cells comprises a secondary antenna system having a second communication range that
is a subset of the first communication range of the primary antenna system,
initiating, by the communication device, a second MIMO communication session with a
first secondary cell of the plurality of secondary cells while the first communication
session with the primary cell is in use. (Gupta further discloses that the system may
enter into simultaneous communication with a primary cell (“PCell”) and a secondary cell

(“SCell”) under the command of the PCell [paragraphs 0040-0041]. The UE of Gupta
receives a list of SCells that it may contact from the PCell/enhanced node b
(“eNodeB”/”EnB”), probes each SCell and then uses a selected SCell for simultaneous
communications [paragraphs 0046, 0116-0119]. Each of the secondary cells has a
secondary antenna system having a second communication range that is less than that
of the primary communication antenna system [paragraph 0051 and 0055 and fig. 2,
elements 243 and 227; further noting that an antenna/antenna system is inherently used
to transmit data, particularly MIMO transmissions which require multiple antennas] [i.e.
the communication range of the SCell is a subset of that of the PCell]. Finally, the
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system of Gupta discloses that the secondary cell may use MIMO communications, such
as 802.11n [paragraphs 0024 and 0053].)

c. Initiating, by the communication device, a transition to a second secondary cell of the
plurality of secondary cells while the first MIMO communication session with the primary
cell is in use responsive to detecting a communication condition with the first secondary
cell. (Finally, the system of Gupta discloses that the system may may keep the PCell
connection and transition from a first to a second SCell when it detects that the
communication conditions [i.e. RSSI] of the first SCell is inferior to that of the second
SCell [Paragraph 0159].)

Gupta fails to explicitly disclose the Pcell uses a multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) communication session such that the first communication session is a MIMO
communication session. (i.e. Gupta discloses that the PCell may me a LTE cell that uses LTE
release 10 [paragraph 0053], but fails to explicitly disclose that LTE release 10 contemplates the
use of MIMO communication). However, it is officially noted that it was well known in the art at
the time of the invention that LTE release 10 connections may utilize uplink and downlink MIMO
connections. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the
time of the invention to combine the MIMO connections of LTE Release 10 with the system of
Gupta by transmitting and receiving data on the PCell using a MIMO connection. The motive to
combine is to improve throughput by using a MIMO system.
Gupta fails to disclose the plurality of secondary cells are physically distributed to
provide communication coverage as cell sites within the first communication range of the
primary cell. In the same field of endeavor, Ng discloses the plurality of secondary cells are
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physically distributed to provide communication coverage as cell sites within the first
communication range of the primary cell. (Ng discloses that multiple SCells may be located
within the coverage area of a PCell [fig. 4 and paragraph 0057].)
Therefore, since Ng suggests the use of multiple SCells within the coverage area of a
PCell, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention to combine the PCell layout of Ng with the system of Gupta by placing multiple SCells
within the coverage area of the PCell. The motive to combine is to allow greater Scell density by
placing multiple SCells that may be used when in coverage of a single PCell to improve
connection reliability and throughput.
Regarding claim 2, Gupta discloses the first MIMO communication session and the
second MIMO communication session are simultaneously in use. (Gupta dislcoses that the
SCell connection supplements the PCell connection and is used at the same time [paragraphs
0046, 0116-0119].)
Regarding claim 5, Gupta discloses the primary cell comprises a macro cell, and
wherein the secondary cell comprises a small cell (paragraph 0033).
Regarding claim 6, Gupta discloses the macro cell is utilized for real-time
communications, and wherein the small cell is utilized for non-real-time communications. (Gupta
discloses that all real-time traffic may be sent using the PCell, leaving only the non-real-time
traffic on the SCell [paragraph 0083].)
Regarding claim 7, Gupta discloses receiving instructions from the primary cell
directing the communication device to utilize the first secondary cell for non-real-time
communications via the second MIMO communication session. (Gupta discloses that all realtime traffic may be sent using the PCell, leaving only the non-real-time traffic on the SCell
[paragraph 0083]. Gupta further discloses that the PCell/er may direct the assignment of all
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streams for transmission on the PCell or the SCeII, which necessitates that the PCell indicates
that all real time traffic flows are sent via the PCell connection [paragraph 0079].)
Regarding claim 8, Gupta discloses initiating the transition to the second secondary ce||
comprises initiating a third MIMO session with the second secondary cell. (Gupta discloses that
the SCell connection are MIMO connections and discloses a "second session" [with the first
session being the PCell connection] with a first SCell that is then handed over to a second
SCeII, thereby forming a "third session" that is a MIMO session with the secondary cell
[Paragraph 0040-0041, 0053 and 0159].)
Regarding claim 11, Gupta discloses the second MIMO communication session is
initiated with the first secondary ce|| responsive to receiving instructions from the primary cell
(Gupta discloses that the PCell/er may instruct the UE to utilize the SCell on demand
[paragraph 0045].)
Regarding claim 16, Gupta discloses first communication session with the primary cell
provides the communication device access to a control channel of the primary cell (paragraph
0037 and 0040— the primary cell provides the RRC and other control channels to the mobile
device).

6.

Claims 3 and 4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Gupta, et

al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) and Ng, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication
No 2012/0300714 A1) as applied to claim 1 and further in view of Krewski, et al. (US Pre Grant
Publication No. 2014/0269862 A1).

Regarding claim 3, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the communication
device comprises a plurality of antennas having a reduced radio frequency (RF) signal
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correlation between antenna ports coupled thereto. In the same field of endeavor, Krewski
discloses the communication device comprises a plurality of antennas having a reduced radio
frequency (RF) signal correlation between antenna ports coupled thereto. (The system of
Krewskidiscloses the use of a combination of common and differential mode currents with
reduced correlation caused by orthogonality between the common and differential mode
currents and the use of a common and differential mode feed port [paragraphs 0026, 0034 and
0056].)
Therefore, since the system of Krewski suggests the use of common and differential
mode feed ports based on the combination of common and differential currents, it would have
been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the
use of common and differential mode feed ports of Krewskiwith the system of Gupta as
modified by Ng by using common and differential mode feed ports determined from the
combination of common and differential mode currents. The motive to combine is to allow a low
cost 2 port MIMO antenna to be formed with good separation between the modes based on the
orthogonality of the common and differential mode currents.
Regarding claim 4, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the plurality of antennas
are configured to combine common mode currents and differential mode currents resulting in
the reduced RF signal correlation between the antenna ports. In the same field of endeavor,
Krewski the plurality of antennas are configured to combine common mode currents and
differential mode currents resulting in the reduced RF signal correlation between the antenna
ports. (The system of Krewski discloses the use of a combination of common and differential
mode currents with reduced correlation caused by orthogonality between the common and
differential mode currents and the use of a common and differential mode feed port [paragraphs

0026, 0034 and 0056].)
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Therefore, since the system of Krewski suggests the use of common and differential
mode feed ports based on the combination of common and differential currents, it would have
been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the
use of common and differential mode feed ports of Krewskiwith the system of Gupta as
modified by Ng by using common and differential mode feed ports determined from the
combination of common and differential mode currents. The motive to combine is to allow a low
cost 2 port MIMO antenna to be formed with good separation between the modes based on the
orthogonality of the common and differential mode currents.

7.

Claims 9, 10, 13, 15 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable

over Gupta, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) and Ng, et al. (US Pre
Grant Publication No 2012/0300714 A1) as applied to claim 1 and further in view of Zeng, et aI.
(Q. Zeng, D. Argwal, Handoff in Wireless Networks, Chapter 1 of Handbook of Wireless
Networks and Mobile Computing, 2002, pages 1-26).

Regarding claim 9, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the third MIMO session is
initiated while the second MIMO session is in use, and wherein the second MIMO session is
terminated when an active data communication session in the second MIMO session transitions
to the third MIMO session without causing an interruption to the data communication session
(i.e. Gupta discloses the second and third MIMO session, as discussed with respect to claim 8,
but fails to disclose any details of how the handover between the SCells is handled. The system
of Zeng cures this deficiency by detailing the use of soft handovers.) In the same field of
endeavor, Zeng discloses the third MIMO session is initiated while the second MIMO session is
in use, and wherein the second MIMO session is terminated when an active data
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communication session in the second MIMO session transitions to the third MIMO session
without causing an interruption to the data communication session. (The system of Zeng
discloses the use of soft handovers where the connection to the source cell is not terminated
until the connection with the target cell, such that the data session is not interrupted [page 1,
section 1.1].)
Therefore, since the system of Zheng discloses the use of a soft handoff between cells,
it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to
apply the soft handovers of Zheng to the system of Gupta as modified by Ng by performing a
handover to the second SCell using a soft handover such that the second MIMO session is not
terminated until the third MIMO session is established to prevent any data loss for data that is
transmitted over the SCell. The motive to combine is to reduce data loss and load on the PCell
by allowing the SCell to perform a soft handover so that no data to be sent on the SCell is lost
or required to be re-directed to the PCell.
Regarding claim 10, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the second MIMO
session is terminated causing an active data communication session in the second MIMO
session to be interrupted, and wherein the active communication session is reestablished in the
third MIMO session (i.e. Gupta discloses the second and third MIMO session, as discussed with
respect to claim 8, but fails to disclose any details of how the handover between the SCells is
handled. The system of Zeng cures this deficiency by detailing the use of hard handovers.) In
the same field of endeavor, Zeng discloses the second MIMO session is terminated causing an
active data communication session in the second MIMO session to be interrupted, and wherein
the active communication session is reestablished in the third MIMO session. (The system of
Zeng discloses the use of hard handovers where the connection to the source cell is terminated
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before the connection with the target cell is completed, causing data loss in the interim period
[pages 1-2, section 1.1 and 12].)
Therefore, since the system of Zheng discloses the use of a hard handoff between cells,
it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to
apply the hard handovers of Zheng to the system of Gupta as modified by Ng by performing a
handover to the second SCell using a hard handover such that the second MIMO session is
terminated before the third MIMO session is established, causing data loss for data that is
transmitted over the SCell. The motive to combine is to allow for a rapid handover by quickly
terminating and re-establishing the connection with the second SCell and to reduce signaling
overhead and complexity of the SCell access points by eliminating coordination between the
two SCells.
Regarding claim 13, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the transition to the
second secondary cell is performed without receiving a directive from the primary cell to initiate
the transition to the second secondary cell. In the same field of endeavor, Zheng discloses the
transition to the second secondary cell is performed without receiving a directive from the
primary cell to initiate the transition to the second secondary cell. (The system of Zheng
discloses a mobile initiated handover where the mobile device, not a serving cell/base station
initiates a handover [page 4, section 1.4.3].)
Therefore, since the system of Zheng suggests a mobile controlled handoff, it would
have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine
the mobile controlled handoffs of Zheng with the system of Gupta as modified by Ng by having
the mobile station, not the PCell or the SCell, determine when the mobile may perform a
handoff. The motive to combine is to reduce overhead in the PCell and SCell by allowing the
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mobile to determine when to handover and to speed up handover detection by performing
handovers at the mobile device.
Regarding claim 15, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the initiating the
transition to the second secondary cell is responsive to instructions received from the second
secondary cell. In the same field of endeavor, Zheng discloses the initiating the transition to the
second secondary cell is responsive to instructions received from the second secondary cell.
(The system of Zheng discloses a mobile initiated handover where the mobile device, not a
serving cell/base station initiates a handover [page 4, section 1.4.3].)
Therefore, since the system of Zheng suggests a mobile controlled handoff, it would
have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine
the mobile controlled handoffs of Zheng with the system of Gupta as modified by Ng by having
the mobile station, not the PCell or the SCeII, determine when the mobile may perform a
handoff. The motive to combine is to reduce overhead in the PCell and SCell by allowing the
mobile to determine when to handover and to speed up handover detection by performing
handovers at the mobile device.
Regarding claim 17, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the communication
condition comprises a degradation in communications with the first secondary cell. In the same
field of endeavor, Zheng discloses the communication condition comprises a degradation in
communications with the first secondary cell. (The system of Zheng discloses the Relative
Signal Strength with Threshold technique in which a handover to a second cell is not performed
until the source ce|| quality degrades below a threshold [pages 2-3, section 1.3.2].)
Therefore, since the system of Zheng discloses the use of a degradation threshold for
handoffs, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention to combine the degradation thresholds of Zheng with the system of Gupta as modified
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by Ng performing a handover to a SCell with a better signal strength only after the source SCell
signal quality falls below a threshold. The motive to combine is to prevent unnecessary
handovers by requiring a certain level of degradation before a handover occurs.

8.

Claim 12 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Gupta, et al. (US

Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) and Ng, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No
2012/0300714 A1) as applied to claim 1 and further in view of McCarthy, et al. (US Pre Grant
Publication No. 2015/0036656 A1).

Regarding claim 12, Gupta discloses the communication device utilizes a first band and
a second band of operation, wherein the first MIMO communication session utilizes the first
band, and wherein the second MIMO communication session utilizes the second band. (Gupta
discloses that the PCell communications occur in the cellular licensed spectrum and the SCcell
communications occur in the unlicensed spectrum for 802.11 communications [paragraph
0024]. )
Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose a plurality of antennas is used for
transmissions in both the first and second band of operation. In the same field of endeavor,
McCarthy discloses a plurality of antennas is used for transmissions in both the first and second
band of operation. (The system of McCarthy discloses the same antenna array can be used for
cellular and 802.11 communications [paragraph 0041 -0042].)
Therefore, since the system of McCarthy suggests the sharing of antennas in an
antenna array, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of
the invention to combine the antenna sharing of McCarthy with the system of Gupta as modified
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by Ng. The motive to combine is to allow the formation of antenna arrays with fewer antennas
my enabling antenna sharing between 802.11 and cellular transmitters.

9.

Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Gupta, et al. (US

Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) and Ng, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No
2012/0300714 A1) as applied to claim 1 and further in view of Bedingfie/d, et al. (US Patent No.
5,850,606).

Regarding claim 18, Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose the communication
condition comprises an out-of-communication range condition with the first secondary cell. In
the same field of endeavor, Bedingfie/d discloses the communication condition comprises an
out-of-communication range condition with the first secondary cell (The system of Bedingfie/d
discloses that a hanover may be triggered with a mobile device exits the coverage area of a cell
[column 3, lines 49-51].)
Therefore, since the system of Bedingfie/d discloses the use of an out-of-range triggered
handover, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention to trigger the handover to the second SCell of Gupta as modified by Ng when the
mobile device leaves the coverage area of the first SCeII. The motive to combine is to provide
coverage at the new location of the mobile device by switching SCells to one that is in range.

10.

Claims 19, 20, 21, 23 and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable

over Gupta, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) in view of Ng, et al. (US
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Pre Grant Publication No 2012/0300714 A1) and Yang, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No.
2015/0189627 A1 - noting that PCT/KR2013/006043 designated the United States).

Regarding claim 19, Gupta discloses a communication device, comprising: an antenna
system (paragraphs 0024 and 0180 - showing multiple antennas for MIMO, an antenna system)
a memory (paragraph 0184) to store instructions; and a processor (paragraph 0183) coupled to
the memory and the antenna system, wherein responsive to executing the instructions the
processor performs operations comprising:

a. Initiating a first communication session with communication session with a primary

base station (Gupta discloses that a primary cell link is established with the serving
WWAN enhanced node b/base station [fig. 1, element 110 and paragraph 0039].)

b. Initiating a second MIMO communication session with a first secondary base station
of a plurality of secondary base stations, wherein the primary base station comprises a
primary antenna system having a first communication range, wherein each of the
plurality of secondary base stations comprises a secondary antenna system having a
second communication range that is a subset of the first communication range of the
primary antenna system. (Gupta further discloses that the system may enter into
simultaneous communication with a primary cell (“PCell”) and a secondary cell (“SCell”)
under the command of the PCell [paragraphs 0040-0041]. The UE of Gupta receives a
list of SCells that it may contact from the PCell/enhanced node b (“eNodeB”/”EnB”),
probes each SCell and then uses a selected SCell for simultaneous communications
[paragraphs 0046, 0116-0119]. Each of the secondary cells has a secondary antenna
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system having a second communication range that is less than that of the primary
communication antenna system [paragraph 0051 and 0055 and fig. 2, elements 243 and
227; further noting that an antenna/antenna system is inherently used to transmit data,
particularly MIMO transmissions which require multiple antennas] [i.e. the
communication range of the SCell is a subset of that of the PCell]. Finally, the system of
Gupta discloses that the secondary cell may use MIMO communications, such as
802.11n [paragraphs 0024 and 0053].)

c. Transitioning to a second secondary base station without terminating the first MIMO
communication session with the primary base station (Finally, the system of Gupta
discloses that the system may keep the PCell connection and transition from a first to a
second SCell when it detects that the communication conditions [i.e. RSSI] of the first
SCell is inferior to that of the second SCell [Paragraph 0159].)

Gupta fails to explicitly disclose the Pcell uses a multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) communication session such that the first communication session is a MIMO
communication session. (i.e. Gupta discloses tha the PCell may me a LTE cell that uses LTE
release 10 [paragraph 0053], but fails to explicitly disclose that LTE release 10 contemplates the
use of MIMO communication). However, it is officially noted that it was well known in the art at
the time of the invention that LTE release 10 connections may utilize uplink and downlink MIMO
connections. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the
time of the invention to combine the MIMO connections of LTE Release 10 with the system of
Gupta by transmitting and receiving data on the PCell using a MIMO connection. The motive to
combine is to improve throughput by using a MIMO system.
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Gupta fails to disclose wherein the plurality of secondary base stations correspond to a
plurality of cell sites distributed within the first communication range of the primary base station.
In the same field of endeavor, Ng the plurality of secondary base stations correspond to a
plurality of cell sites distributed within the first communication range of the primary base station.
(Ng discloses that multiple SCells may be located within the coverage area of a PCell [fig. 4 and
paragraph 0057].)
Therefore, since Ng suggests the use of multiple SCells within the coverage area of a
PCell, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention to combine the PCell layout of Ng with the system of Gupta by placing multiple SCells
within the coverage area of the PCell. The motive to combine is to allow greater Scell density by
placing multiple SCells that may be used when in coverage of a single PCell to improve
connection reliability and throughput.
Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose that the small secondary cell may comprise
micro cells. In the same field of endeavor, Yang discloses that the small secondary cell may
comprise micro cells (paragraph 0145).
Therefore, since the system of Yang suggests the use of micro SCells, it would have
been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the
micro SCells of Yang with the system of Gupta as modified by Ng by implementing the
secondary cells a micro cells. The motive to combine is to improve cellular density by using
micro cells so that spectrum utilization and frequency re-use may be increased.
Regarding claim 20, Gupta discloses the operations further comprise redirecting a
portion of communications from the primary base station to the first secondary base station via
the second MIMO communication session. (Gupta discloses that communications may be re-
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directed to the secondary MIMO communication session if the SCell connection meets the
minimum quality requirements [paragraph 0128].)
Regarding claim 21, Gupta in terminating the first MIMO communication session the
portion of communications redirected to the first secondary base station. (Gupta discloses that
communications may be re-directed to the secondary MIMO communication session if the SCell
connection meets the minimum quality requirements, this inherently terminates the transmission
of the portion of the re-directed packets, as they are no longer sent with the first MIMO
communication session [paragraph 0128].)

Regarding claim 23, Gupta discloses a machine-readable storage device, (paragraph
0183-0184) comprising instructions, wherein responsive to the instructions being executed by a
processor, the processor performs operations comprising: a communication device, comprising:

a. Initiating a first communication session with communication session with a primary

base station (Gupta discloses that a primary cell link is established with the serving
WWAN enhanced node b/base station [fig. 1, element 110 and paragraph 0039].)

b. Initiating a second MIMO communication session with a first secondary base station
of a plurality of secondary base stations, wherein the primary base station comprises a
primary antenna system having a first communication range, wherein each of the
plurality of secondary base stations comprises a secondary antenna system having a
second communication range that is a subset of the first communication range of the
primary antenna system. (Gupta further discloses that the system may enter into
simultaneous communication with a primary cell (“PCell”) and a secondary cell (“SCell”)
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under the command of the PCell [paragraphs 0040-0041]. The UE of Gupta receives a
list of SCells that it may contact from the PCeII/enhanced node b (“eNodeB”/”EnB”),
probes each SCell and then uses a selected SCell for simultaneous communications
[paragraphs 0046, 0116-0119]. Each of the secondary cells has a secondary antenna
system having a second communication range that is less than that of the primary
communication antenna system [paragraph 0051 and 0055 and fig. 2, elements 243 and
227; further noting that an antenna/antenna system is inherently used to transmit data,
particularly MIMO transmissions which require multiple antennas] [i.e. the
communication range of the SCell is a subset of that of the PCell]. Finally, the system of
Gupta discloses that the secondary cell may use MIMO communications, such as
802.11n [paragraphs 0024 and 0053].)

Gupta fails to explicitly disclose the Pcell uses a multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) communication session such that the first communication session is a MIMO
communication session. (i.e. Gupta discloses tha the PCell may me a LTE cell that uses LTE
release 10 [paragraph 0053], but fails to explicitly disclose that LTE release 10 contemplates the
use of MIMO communication). However, it is officially noted that it was well known in the art at
the time of the invention that LTE release 10 connections may utilize uplink and downlink MIMO
connections. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the
time of the invention to combine the MIMO connections of LTE Release 10 with the system of
Gupta by transmitting and receiving data on the PCell using a MIMO connection. The motive to
combine is to improve throughput by using a MIMO system.
Gupta fails to disclose wherein the plurality of secondary base stations correspond to a
plurality of cell sites distributed within the first communication range of the primary base station.
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In the same field of endeavor, Ng the plurality of secondary base stations correspond to a
plurality of cell sites distributed within the first communication range of the primary base station.
(Ng discloses that multiple SCells may be located within the coverage area of a PCell [fig. 4 and
paragraph 0057].)
Therefore, since Ng suggests the use of multiple SCells within the coverage area of a
PCell, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention to combine the PCell layout of Ng with the system of Gupta by placing multiple SCells
within the coverage area of the PCell. The motive to combine is to allow greater Scell density by
placing multiple SCells that may be used when in coverage of a single PCell to improve
connection reliability and throughput.
Gupta as modified by Ng fails to disclose that the small secondary cell may comprise
micro cells. In the same field of endeavor, Yang discloses that the small secondary cell may
comprise micro cells (paragraph 0145).
Therefore, since the system of Yang suggests the use of micro SCells, it would have
been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the
micro SCells of Yang with the system of Gupta as modified by Ng by implementing the
secondary cells a micro cells. The motive to combine is to improve cellular density by using
micro cells so that spectrum utilization and frequency re-use may be increased.
Regarding claim 24, Gupta discloses the operations further comprise receiving
information from the primary base station descriptive of the plurality of secondary base stations
to enable communications with any of the plurality of secondary base stations (Gupta further
discloses that the system may enter into simultaneous communication with a primary cell
(“PCell”) and a secondary cell (“SCell”) under the command of the PCell [paragraphs 00400041]. The UE of Gupta receives a list of SCells that it may contact from the PCell/enhanced
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node b (“eNodeB”/”EnB”), probes each SCell and then uses a selected SCell for simultaneous
communications [paragraphs 0046, 0116-0119]. Each of the secondary cells has a secondary
antenna system having a second communication range that is less than that of the primary
communication antenna system [paragraph 0051 and 0055 and fig. 2, elements 243 and 227;
further noting that an antenna/antenna system is inherently used to transmit data, particularly
MIMO transmissions which require multiple antennas] [i.e. the communication range of the
SCell is a subset of that of the PCell]. Finally, the system of Gupta discloses that the secondary
cell may use MIMO communications, such as 802.11n [paragraphs 0024 and 0053].)

11.

Claim 22 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Gupta, et al. (US

Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) in view of Ng, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No
2012/0300714 A1) and Yang, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2015/0189627 A1 - noting
that PCT/KR2013/006043 designated the United States) as applied to claim 20 and further in
view of Zeng, et aI. (Q. Zeng, D. Argwal, Handoff in Wireless Networks, Chapter 1 of Handbook
of Wireless Networks and Mobile Computing, 2002, pages 1-26).

Regarding claim 22, Gupta as modified by Ng and Yang fails to disclose the
communication condition comprises a degradation in communications with the first secondary
cell. In the same field of endeavor, Zheng discloses the communication condition comprises a
degradation in communications with the first secondary cell. (The system of Zheng discloses the
Relative Signal Strength with Threshold technique in which a handover to a second cell is not
performed until the source ce|| quality degrades below a threshold [pages 2-3, section 132].)
Therefore, since the system of Zheng discloses the use of a degradation threshold for
handoffs, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
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invention to combine the degradation thresholds of Zheng with the system of Gupta as modified
by Ng and Yang performing a handover to a SCell with a better signal strength only after the
source SCell signal quality falls below a threshold. The motive to combine is to prevent
unnecessary handovers by requiring a certain level of degradation before a handover occurs.

12.

Claim 25 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Gupta, et al. (US

Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0083661 A1) in view of Ng, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No
2012/0300714 A1) and Yang, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2015/0189627 A1 - noting
that PCT/KR2013/006043 designated the United States) as applied to claim 23 and further in
view of Bedingfie/d, et al. (US Patent No. 5,850,606).

Regarding claim 25, Gupta as modified by Ngi and Yang fails to disclose the
communication condition comprises an out-of-communication range condition with the first
secondary cell. In the same field of endeavor, Bedingfie/d discloses the communication
condition comprises an out-of-communication range condition with the first secondary cell (The
system of Bedingfie/d discloses that a handover may be triggered with a mobile device exits the
coverage area of a cell [column 3, lines 49-51].)
Therefore, since the system of Bedingfie/d discloses the use of an out-of-range triggered
handover, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention to trigger the handover to the second SCell of Gupta as modified by Ngi and Yang
when the mobile device leaves the coverage area of the first SCeII. The motive to combine is to
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provide coverage at the new location of the mobile device by switching SCells to one that is in

range.

Allowable Subject Matter

13.

Claim 14 objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would be

allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and
any intervening claims.

14.

The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter:

Regarding claim 14, the prior art fails to teach suggest or disclose the initiating the transition to
the second secondary cell is responsive to instructions received from the second secondary
cell. That is, the closest prior art of record, Gupta discloses that the PCell is responsible for
initiating the handover. Other art of record, such as the system of Zheng discloses that the
mobile station may initiate the handover/transition to the second secondary cell. However, no art
could be located indicating that the secondary cell could initiate the transition/handover.
Furthermore, in view of the teachings of the primary reference of Gupta, in which all control

channels are transmitted via the PCell, it i unclear how the system of Gupta could be modified to
allow for this, since it would require moving the control channel from the PCell to the SCell and
radically altering the system of Gupta. Therefore, even if art teaching transition/handover control
from the SCell existed, the combination of such art with the system of Gupta would be beyond
the skill of a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention. Therefore, the prior art
fails to teach, suggest or disclose all elements of the claimed invention.
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Conclusion
15.

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure:
a. Ba/a, et al. (US Pre Grant Publication No. 2013/0208587 A1) — disclosing a MIMO
antenna array used for communication on a PCelI/Scell system (see fig. 2).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner
should be directed to CHRISTOPHER CRUTCHFIELD whose telephone number is (571)2703989. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM
EST.
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Faruk Hamza can be reached on 571-272—7969. The fax phone number for the
organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent
Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications
may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished
applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR
system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private
PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you
would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the
automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571 -272-1000.
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